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SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE
Professor Linhart. Ladies and Gentlemen: This has been a very different conference from the first.

The field of human learning has changed

considerably from the initial forays reported four years ago.

Whereas at

that time the issue was to find commonalities among the diversity of languages used to describe a wealth of experimental results. the issue today is
-1

to define the richness of the problems of human learning beyond those
addressed here.

For. the outstanding change in four years has been the

complete and utter victory of the cognitive approach in all our deliberations.

If there have been difficulties in communication. they have not
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been due to any failures in the language we have used to describe -- rather
they must be due to inherent limitations of that language as it has developed
so far.
Philosophy:
Let me begin by referring to Professor Madsens interesting presentation -perhaps the only one of the conference that addressed these overall issues of
where we stand with respect to our data.

Madsen suggests that we may divide

the issues into (1) those of method. i.e •• philosophy; (2) those of model
building; and (3) those of describing data.

With regard to philosophy and

method. he discerns empiricism. rationalism and intuiUonism (also called
metaphorism). As befits a scientific meeting held in the heart of continental Europe. we almost wholly eschewed empiricism and intuitionism.

Our
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approach fell into one or another form of rationalism -- we were interested
in describing -- almost to the point of boredom -- the rational cognitive
structures by which we organize our perceptions and actions.
Models:
Madsen suggests that model building follows the methods we use:
empiricists t describe; rationalists use data as instruments for understanding;
whileD paradoxicallYt those who view their experiments as metaphors refer
them to a "real" world and so become sophisticated (as opposed to naive)
realists.

It is in this area. bhat the movement which has taken place since

our last congress can be appreciated most vividly.

The first conference was

largely empiricist in tone; this one is overwhelmingly instrumentalist.

But

there are trends observable in the direction of metaphorism and realism.

I

remind YOU t therefore that both of the speakers at the opening session of
g

the first conference were and are structural realists Da position clearly
announced by Professor Metzger in his address and one gradually achieved by
me as detailed in my recent book t Languages of the Brain (1971).

Perhaps

.mYown bias colors my view t but I heard in some of the presentations from
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Germany and in Professor Inhelders contributions movement toward this
form of realism -- an attention to the "world-out-there" as well as to the
rational "world-within".
Data:
Vet Dwhen we come to the data level of analysis t we see how overwhelmingly
~n

instrumental rationalism held sway at this conference.

As structuralists

we could address ourselves to the structure of the task presented to our
subjects; to the state in which our subjects approached such a task; or to
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the operations the subjects performed in the task.

Structure of task was

addressed in approximately a dozen presentations; structure of state in
about the same number.

By contrast the nature of the operations performed

were addressed five tiwes as often

at least 60 papers were devoted to

this topic by the end of yesterday

I had to miss this morning's harvest

in order to prepare my summary, but from the titles, it appears that the
operations as instruments were even more the major substance of this morn+
1ng's fare since it was devoted to the applications of our common interest.
Madsen told us that we havejchoices among language systems in reporting
data.

These choices are given by the sets (1) materialistic, i.e., physio-

logical; (2)

ne~tral,

usually engineering; and (3)

mentalistt¢f.:or:psy'cho",~

logical. Only in the session I chaired and in my own presentation were
materialistic physiological terms used to any considerable extent.

Other-

wise mentalistic and neutral terminology was almost equally applied.

Thus,

in describing tasks and states, "perceptual" and "memory" terms frequently
defined the psychological frame of reference, as did "sign" and "symbol".
"Infonnation" and "infonnation storage" served the same purpose when neutral
language was used.

When operations, processes,were the subject of the

inquiry, the psychological frame of reference abounded in cognitive terminology such as motivation and attention and recognition and recall.

Neutra-

lists presented their data in terms of transformations, programs, control
processes, heuristics, and retrieval.
Overview:
In short, this has been a conference overwhelmingly devoted to process p
to the cognitive instruments, the transformations and controls operating in

,:
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human learning.

As noted, this emphasis of 5 to 1, has to some consider-

i:

able extent ignored the issue of what these processes, these operations,
are operating upon.

The implicit assumption at a methodological, i.e.,

philosophically naive level would be that the

operatio~

are performed on

the task -- but most of you have shown that you do not hold the naive view
and that you believe that tasks must first be apprehended (perceived) to
be solved; that the structure of memory has a good deal to do with both
apprehension and solution; that, in fact, the operations you describe are
internal -- in neutral language, "they are information processing operatiohs.
This raises the issue of the organization of both input and store and the
transformations involved in the operations performed by the organism's
nervous system.
I shall, therefore, in concluding, again turn to my own research to
point out that we have considerable evidence that the memory mechanism has
. --_.-

---_._---_._._._~_._--

._-_.

two identifyable aspects.
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Structurally, items held in a distributed store

appear to be addressed by control programs which II get it together ll whenever
occasion demands.
Holograms:
Clinical evidence has for years pointed up an anomaly in the relation
of brain function and memory.

Brain injury often severely impairs memory

but such impairment rarely singles out categories of related items. Thus,
following a stroke involving the visual system, a patient does not fail to
recognize a part of his family -- either he recognizes no one or everyone.
This observation has been taken into the laboratory and in Lashley's hands
(1929) gave rise to the law of mass action. The converse of this law is

__ ..•.
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that whatever is involved in recognition has become distributed over a
sizeable mass of brain tissue.

We now have direct neurophysiological

evidence that input becomes encoded in such a distributed fashion.

Monkeys

were1rained to. view a panel upon which vertical stripes or a circle were
flashed briefly whenever the monkey pulled a lever.

The resulting elec-

trical response evoked by the flashed stimulus was recorded from some 50
electrodes implanted in the primary visual cortex by means of a small
general purpose computer which was programmed to analyze the difference
in wave forms produced by the

fl~shed

circle and the flashed stripes.

Figure 1

Figure 1 diagrams the fact that such differences were obtained in only some

about

of the electrodes and there was no apparent order to the location of these

here

electrodes.

Whenever an electrode did show the difference it did so relia-

bly over many months of testing.
we began

to~ain

Other electrodes encoded other e'vents when

the monkeys to respond differentially to the cues.

Thus,

response information and reinforcement information usually became separately
encoded in the visual cortex -- again complete stability over months oftesting, but no apparent order to the location of such encoding sites.

An occa-

sional electrode would, however, reflect stimulus, response and reinforcement
info~mation

simultaneously (Pribram, Spinelli and Kamback, 1967).

A psychophysical experiment (Moyer, 1970) enhances our understanding
of the way in which such distribution is attained.

Nonsense syllables were

flashed into a particular quadrant of a human subject's retina.

A recogni-

tion task Was then administered using the other quadrants,." When only one
initial exposure had been given there appeared to be no recognition of the
test syllable.

When, however, multiple exposures, still limited to a single
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quadrant, were given -- then recognition using other quadrants was almost
as good as when the init;i al quadrant was used.

Apparently, diStri boUon

depends on repetition -- either external as in this case, or on rehearsal
as in some of . the
experiments reported by Voss (1969) •
....
,

My interpretation of these results is that this structure of the information store of the brain may well account for the results of experiments
such as those presented here by Berynkov and Maschen which led them to
suggest that the memory store resembles a thesaurus, a view also developed
by Ende1 Tu1ving (1972) who speaks of input as stored according to the episodes

in which it occurs.

Such episodic memory, a thesaurus, must therefore,

contain a great duplication of items and our e1ectrophysio10gica1 evidence
suggests that these items are relatively randomly distributed over a large
extent of the input systems of the brain.
In the first section of Languages of the Brain, I present the neural
machanisms by which a distributed store might be achieved; in the last section of the book, I present the evidence -- alluded to in my talk at the
opening session of this conference, as well as the summary of the first
conference as the "temporal" processes of selection (discrimination) and
reasoning (direction), that the association cortex of the brain functions
as the origin of control processes that re-member this distributed, dismambered, store.

These control operations apparently structure two dif-

ferent types of operations: one from the posterior association cortex
(which is selective) results in signs determined by a hi-erarchically orgaRized dictionary-like categorizing process.

Signs ar.e thus context-free

constructions invarient across a considerable range of transformations of
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input configurations.
The other control operation, initiated in the fronto-1imbic systems
of the brain (is directive and the basis of reasoning), constructs tokens,
symbols.

Symbols are not hierarchically organized and are formed by con-

text dependent processes, and are thus paradoxically more lIin touch ll with
the episodic, thesaurus-like structure of the memory store -- an observa._---

_...
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tion that so puzzled Peirce in his struggles to formally present his pragmatism (1934) .. The graph structure that represents context-dependent
processes recognizes nodes disttibuted through a highly interconnected
network -- these nodes are the'memory store.
Here again we see the juxtaposition of metaphor (symbol) and reality
(store) noted earlier. And observe also that the store is organized according to episodes that presumably occur in the world in which the organism
is embedded.

My

final thought is therefore that perhaps we should view the brain as

a microcosm of its universe -- or., to put it the other way Iround, the
universe is a macrocosm of the brain.

I have conceptualized the distributed

structure of the memor.y' store of the brain in terms of the technology of

_
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optical information processing -- holography -- just as we are accustomed to
conceptualizing control mechanisms in terms of computers. Optical information processing, holography, is analogue rather than digital, parallel rather
than sequential. According to the line of reasoning pursued here we might
view, not only our brairi, but our world as composed of distributed holographic
structures, each part representing the whole, each portion
thing ll as it were, yet representative of the whole.

~~doing

its own

This view bears a remark-
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able resemblance to that developed by Leibnitz in his Monadology (1898), and
it must be remembered that Leibnitz invented the mathematics used by Gabor
(1949 1951) to construct the first hologram.
p

But also. there are control processes essential to "getting it all
together", to constructing and reconstructing this whole.

This insight

into social organization may account for the dialectic tension we all face
continuously between our own actualization and the constraints::and controls
necessary to achieve it.

Here in Prague this dialectic is so poignantly

portrayed -- but if mY view of ~he matter is correct, the reach of the
l

synthesis to be achieved is proportional to its difficulty and thus well
worth the struggle.
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FIGURE LEGEND
1. A diagramatic representation of the finding that the differences in
the potentials evoked by circles and stripes are distributed over the
striate cortex.

Note that not every lead shows the difference.
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Professor Linhart, Ladies and Gentlemen:
This has been a very different conference from the first. The field of human

1

learning has changed considerably from the initial forays reported four years ago.
Whereas at that time the Issue was to find commonalities among the diversity of
languages used to describe a wealth of experimental results, the issue today is to
derIne the richness of the problems of human learning beyond those addressed here.
For; thGl outstanding change In four years has been the complete and utter victory
of ,the cognitive approach In all our deliberations. It there have been dirrlcultles in
communication, they have not been due to any filliures in the language we have used
to describe -

rather they must be due to inherent ilmitatlons of that language as

It has developed so far.
Philosophy:
Let me begin by referring to Professor Madsens Interesting presentation - perhaps the only ODe of the conference that addressed these overall Issues of where we
stand 1!'lth respect to our data. Madsen suggests that we m:.y divide the Issues Into

(t) those of method, I.e., philosophy; (2) those of model building; and (3) those of
describing data. With regard to philosophy and method, he discerns empiricism"
rationalism and intuitionism (also called metaphorlsm). As beflt~ il scientific meeting
held in the heart of continental Europe, we almost wholly eschewed empiricism and
Intuitionism. Our approach iell into one or another form oi rationalism - we were
interested in describing - almost to the point

0;

boredom - the rational cognitive struc-

tures by which we organize our perceptions and actions.
Models:
;'

;

.,

r

Madsen suggests that model building rollows the methods we use:

empiricists,

describe; rationalists use data as instruments for understanding; "'hiie, paradoidcally, those who view their experiments as metaphors rerer thEm!

to a

.ireal" world

and so become sophisticated (as opposed to. naive) realists. It Is in this area that
, the movement which has taken place since our last congress can be appreciated most
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vividly. The tirst conference was largely empiricist In tone; this one Is overwhelmingly instrumentalist. But there are trends observable in the direction of metaphorism and realism. I remind you, therefore, that both of the speakers at the opening session of the first conference were and are structural realists, a position
J

clearly announced by Professor Metzger In his address and one gradually achieved
by me as tip-tailed in my recent book, Languages of the Brain (1971). Perhaps my

a

own bias colors my view, but I heard In some of the presentlitions from Germany

o

. and in Professor Inhelders contributions movement toward. this forin 'of realism an attention to the '~world-oul-there" as weli

as to the

h

rational "world-within".

Data:
Yet, when We come to the data level of analysis; we See how overwhelmingly
an Instrumental rationalism held sway at this conference. As structuralists we
could address ourselv.es to the structure or the task,.presented to our

subjects~

to

the state in which our subjects approached such a task; or to the operations the
subjects prtormed in the task. Structure of task was addressed in approxiniately a
dozen presentations; structure of state In about the sa!"e number. By contrast the

i.
;.~

till
aSl

nature of the operations performed wel'e addressed tlve times as otten - at least
COl

60 papers were devoted to this topic by the end of yesterday - I had to miss this

Ho:

morning';; harvest In order to prepare my summary, but from the HUes, it al?pears
that the operailons as Instruments were AVen more the major substance of this
morning';; fare since it was devoted to the llppllcatlons of our common interest.

tun,

Madsen told us that we have choices among language systems in reporting ciata.
These choices are given by ihe sets (1) materialistic, i.e.; physiologIcal; (2) neutral,

vis.

usually engineering; and (3) mentalistic or psychological. Only In the session j

cog;

chaired any in my own presentation were materialistic physiological terms used to

in 11

any considerable extent. Otherwise mentalistic and neutral terminol,oll'Y was almost
equally applied. Thus, In describing tasks and states, "perceptual" and "memory"
terms frequently defined the psychological frame of reference, as did "sign" and
"symbol".

"Information" and "informalion storage" served the same purpose when

Jaw'
mas,
Coml

Upon

neutral language was used. Wh,m operl\tions, processes" were the subject of the

Jed '.

Inquiry I the psychological frame of reference abounded in cognitive terminology such

r."ca

as motivation and attention and recognitlon and recall. Neutralists presented their
-data in terms of transformations, programs, control-processes, heuristics, and retrleval.

asrit;

in

WB
Ii

the

1!as r.
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Overview:
In short, this has been a conrerence overwhelmingly devoted to process, to the

cognitive instruments, the transformations and controls operating in human learning.
As n'oied, this emphasis or 5 to

1, has to some considerable extent ignored the

issue or what these processes, 'these operations, are operating upon. The implicit
assumption at a methodological, i. e., philosophically nsive level would be that the
operations are performed on the task - but most of you have shown that you do ~
hold the naive view and that you believe that tasks must flrst be apprehended (perceived) to be solved; that the structure of meinory has

a good deal to do with

both

apprehension and solution: that, in fact, the operations you describe are internal _
in neutral language, theya.re information processing operations. This raises the
issue or the organization of both input and store and the transformations involved in
the operations performed by the orgilnism

s nervous system.

I shall, therefore, in concluding, again turn to my own research to point' out
that we have considerable evidence that the memor,V mechanism

halt two idelltifyable

aspects. Structurally, items held in a distributed store appear to be addressed by
control programs whIch "get it together" whenever occasion demands.
Holograms:
Clinical evidence has for years pointed up an anomaly in the relation of brain
function and memory. Brain injury otten severely impairs memory but such impairment
rarely singles out categories of related items. Thus, following a stroke involving the
visual system, a patient does not fail to recognize a part of his family - either he recognizes no one or everyone. This observation has been taken into the laboratory and
,·in Lashley shands (1929) gave rise to the law of mass action. The,converse of this
law is that whatever is involved in recognition has become distributed over a sizeable
mass of brain tissue. We now have direct neurophysiological evidence that input becomes encoded in such a distributed fashion. Monkeys were trained to vIew a panel
upon which vertical strIpes or a circle were llashed brierIy whenever the monkey pulled a lever. The resulting electrical response evoked by the flashed stimulus was
reco,rded from some 50 electrodes implant"d in the primary visual cortex by means of
a small general purpose computer which was programmed to analyze the dlrference
in wave forms produced by the {lashed cir~le ~!1d.the lIashed stripes. Figure 1 diagrams
the fact that such differences were obtained in only some of the electrodes and there
was no apparent order to the location of these

electrodes. Whenever an electrode did
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show the dirrerence it did so reliably over many months of testing. Other electrodes
encoded other events when we began to train the monkeys to respond dirrerentially.
to the cues. Thus, response information and reiniorcement information usually became separately encoded in the visual cortex - apin complete stabllity over months
of testing; but no apparent order to the lacatlon or sucb encoding sites: An occo,;.

P4

sional electrode would, however; reflect stimulus, response and reinforcement
information simultaneously (Pribram, SpinelU

and kamback,

hi

1967).

tit

A psychophysical experiment (Moyer,1970) enhances our understanding of the
way in which such distribution is attained. Nonsense syllables were flashed into.
a particular quadrant of a human subject ~ retina.

A recogniiion

no

task was then

administered using the other quadrants. When only one initial exposure hEid been
given there appeared to be no recognition of the tesi syilable. When, however, ~ul

COl

tiple exposu;'es, stillllmited to a single quadrant, ,yere given - then recognition
COl

using other quadrants was almost as good as when the initial quadrant was used.

re

Apparently, distribution depends on repetition - either externai as in ibis case; or

gri

on rehearsal as in some of the experiments r&ported by Voss (1969).

of.

My interpretation of these results is that this stru~ture of the information store

dig

of the brain may well account for the results of experiments such as those presented

hei

here by Berynkov and Maschen which led them to suggest that the memory store re-

boi

semblE'S a ,thesaurus, Ii. view also developed by Endei Tlihing (1972) who speaks ot

owl

input as stored according to the episodes in which it occurs. Such episoc:Uc memory;

abl'

a thesaurus, must therefore, contain Ii great duplication of items and oUr electrophy-

mui

siological evidence suggests that these items are relatively randomly distributed

195

Over a large extent of the input systems of the brain.
In the first section or Languages of the Brain, i pre~ent the neurai ~chanisms

Con

me,

by which a distributed. store might be aChieved; in the iast section of the book, I
present the evidence - alluded to in my talk at the opening s.ession.of this c~mference,

act\

as well as the summary of the first conference as the "temporal". processes of selec-

gue,

tion (discrimination) and reasoning (direction), that the association cortex ,of the'

the·

brain functions a~ the origin of control processes that re_member this distribllte.d,

well

•. "

I

\ ~.,;-'

."

dis-memMred • store. These control operations apparently structure two d.irrerent
types of operations: one from tl1.e posterior association cortex (which Is s~lective)

;':i
'I',

results in signs determined by a hierarchically organized dictionary-like categorizing
-process. Signs are thus conteXt-free constructions invarient across a considerable
range of transformatio~s of input configurations.
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The other control operation, initiated In the fronto-limbic systems of the
brain (is. directive and the basis of reasoning), constructs tokens; symbols.
Symbols are not hierarchically orjtllnized and are formed by context dependent
processes and are tliu;;panidoxlcally more "In touch" with the episodic, thesaurus-like structure of the memory store - an abservatlon that so puzzled
Peirce In his struggles to formilily present his pragmatism (1934). The graph structure that represents context-dependenf processes recognizes nodes distributed

.

'""

through a highl,y interconnected network - these node9 are the memory stare.
. Here again we see the juXtaposition of metaphor (symbol) and reality (store)
noted earlier. And observe also that the store Is organized according to episodes
that presumably occur in the world In which the organism is embedded.
My final thought is therefore that perhaps we should view the brain as a microcosm of its universe - or, to put it the other way round, the universe is a macrocosm of the brain. I have conceptualized the distributed structure of the memory sto-

re of the brain in terms of the technology of optical information processing - holography - just as we are accustomed to conceptualizing control mechanisms in terms
of computers. Optical information processing, holography, is analogue rather than
digital, paraUel rather than sequential. According to the line of reasoning pursued
here we might view, not only our brain, but our world as composed of distributed
holog!:"apht'c structures ~ each part representing the whole, each portion "doing lis
own thing" as it were I yet representative of the whole. This view bears a remarkable resemblance to ·that developed by Leibnllz in his Monadology (1898), and it
must be remembered that Leibnltz Invented the mathematics used by Gabor (1949,

1951) to construct the first hologram.
But also there are control processes essential to "getting it all together", to
constructing and reconstructing this whole. This insight into social organization
may account for the dialectic tension we aU face continuously between our own
actualization and the constraints and controls necessary to achieve it. Here in Prague this dialectic' is so poignantly portrayed - but if my view of the matter Is correct,
tbe reach of the synthesis to be achieved is proportional to lis difficulty and thus
well worth the struggle.
K.H .Pribrllm
Departments of Psychiatry and Psychology,

Stanford University
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Figure t. A diagramatic representation of the finding that the differences in the potentials evo!ted by circles
and stripes are distributed over tho striate cortex. Note that not every lead shows the difference.
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